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Galaxy quest
Detecting the faintest noise from space is like listening to the footsteps of ants in another 
suburb. But the Australian Square Kilometre Array Pathfinder (ASKAP) in Western Australia  
is doing just that with the help of Australia’s largest cooling-only geoexchange installation.  
Sean McGowan reports.

ASKAP in Western Australia  
involves 36 12m-diameter dish antennas  
working together as one.
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Anyone who has ventured into outback 
Australia can attest that it is a great place 
for star-gazing. And now, the world’s 
leading scientists are finding it an even 
better place for star-listening.

Located 350km north-east of Geraldton 
in mid-west Western Australia, the 
Australian Square Kilometre Array 
Pathfinder (ASKAP) opened last year 
at the Murchison Radio-astronomy 
Observatory (MRO).

Selected by the CSIRO because of the 
region’s low population density and lack 
of man-made radio signals, this remote 

site features 36 12m-diameter dish 
antennas that work together as a single 
instrument.

ASKAP is a pathfinder for the 
international Square Kilometre Array 
(SKA) project, which aims to answer 
some of the most fundamental questions 
asked by modern astronomy and physics.

By harnessing the power of ASKAP and 
similar facilities in New Zealand and 
South Africa, the SKA will be 50 times 
more sensitive and have the discovery 
potential 10,000 times greater than the 
best present-day instruments.

ASKAP’s design is unique among radio 
telescopes, with each antenna featuring 
three-axis movement.

Using phased array feeds rather than 
single-pixel feeds to detect and amplify 
radio waves – a new “radio camera” 
development pioneered by CSIRO –  
it is able to survey the whole sky with 
unprecedented sensitivity and speed.

This produces data at terabytes-a-second 
speed, which is then handled by CSIRO 
-developed custom super-computers on 
site before being sent via optical fibre to 
CSIRO sites in Geraldton and Perth.

Such is the amount of data created by 
ASKAP that it is impossible to store it 
all. Rather, algorithms have been created 
to process data “on the fly”, creating 
final complex – but much smaller – data 
“cubes”.

Yet such computer power creates its own 
problems, including radio frequency 
interference (RFI) and a heat load that 
makes heat rejection in this environment 
challenging.

SILENCE IS GOLDEN
Although the site and surrounding region 
may be free of man-made interference, 
the ASKAP instrument itself creates RFI.

These RFI emissions are unavoidable – a 
product of beamforcer electronics, digital 
processing equipment, staff computers 
and electrical plant housed within the 
central control building.

So when Aurecon was engaged as lead 
design consultant in September 2009, 
it immediately set about designing a 
mechanical services solution to meet  
the client’s low-RFI emission targets.

“The key design and installation goal was 
to protect the radio-quiet environment 
of the site to ensure the data captured by 
the radio-astronomy telescopes would not 
be affected by RFI emissions generated 
within the control building, or by its 
supporting systems outside the building” 
says Shandip Abeywickrema, senior 
mechanical engineer at Aurecon in Perth.

In order to not contaminate the 
observations being made, RFI emissions 
from equipment within or associated 
with the central control building were 
required to be at least 80dB below those 
specified in the US military standard 
MIL STD 461F category RE201 – “Navy 
Mobile and Army” curve.
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“The building required industry-leading 
solutions to realise this RFI compliance,” 
says Abeywickrema.

With a peak heat load of 390kW – the 
majority of which is due to computing 
equipment – the task of rejecting this 
heat while maintaining a radio-quiet 
environment presented significant 
challenges.

Furthermore, Abeywickrema says that 
the client’s brief was to consider energy-
efficient solutions for the site.

The site’s weather conditions coupled 
with the requirement for a radio-quiet 
environment all but ruled out traditional 
water-cooled and air-cooled plant 
options.

Additionally, it was soon realised that any 
RFI-producing plant such as water-cooled 
chillers, circulation pumps, controls and 
compressors would need to be located 
inside the building RFI shield.

An option study conducted by Aurecon 
concluded a geoexchange system was the 
preferred option, based on the advantages 

it offered in terms of RFI emissions and 
energy efficiency.

A number of geoexchange options were 
then considered, including horizontal 
geoexchange boreholes, vertical 
geoexchange boreholes (water) and vertical 
geoexchange boreholes (direct expansion).

“Being a remote site and with high 
ambient temperatures, particularly during 
the summer months, rejecting the heat 
from the building into the ground rather 
than the external air was advantageous,” 
Abeywickrema says, “due to the lower 
rejection temperature available.”

DESIGNING THE FIELD
Two thermal conductivity tests for a 
ground-source heat exchanger (GHE) 
field were conducted on site before 
commencement of installation. Both 
yielded positive results, showing thermal 
conductivity to be 2.664W/m.K and 
2.81W/m.K, respectively.

Using thermal modelling software that 
took the peak and annual heat rejection 

from the building, the length of the 
required borehole heat exchanger was 
determined.

The final system comprises 96 boreholes 
across a field covering 45,000 sq m, each 
measuring 125mm in diameter and 
drilled to a nominal depth of 124m using 
equipment specially shipped out from 
Europe for the project.

It is thought to be Australia’s largest 
cooling-only geoexchange installation.

“The field is hydraulically divided into 
three cooling zones – two constructed as 
part of the initial project, with the third 
zone available for future expansion,” says 
Peter Buck of Geotec, the geoexchange 
contractor and installer on the project.

The thermal demand on the GHE field 
was specified for heat rejection only, 
with simulations predicting entering 
water temperatures to the chillers during 
summer in the first few years to be about 
35°C, before rising to about 40°C after 
15 years of operation. This was sized to 
ensure the water temperatures entering 
the water-cooled chillers would at all 
times be suitable.

To satisfy the elevated long-term 
temperature and the pipe de-rated 
operating pressure requirements, 
Geotec selected PE-Xa (cross-linked 
polyethylene) material for the vertical 
borehole pipes.

This material offers several advantages 
over standard PE100 material, including 
durability, with a lifespan at 50°C of 100 
years compared to 15 years with PE100.

It also has higher resistance scraping, 
which reduces the risk of damage during 
installation.

LESSONS FROM THE CONSULTANT

1. Conduct the in-situ thermal conductivity testing early on in the project. 
The testing for this project could not be completed until late in the design 
process, with the finding that the mean earth temperature was higher  
than that suggested in the literature. This had an impact on the design  
and cost plan.

2. The geoexchange industry in Australia is well developed and capable  
of providing energy-efficient solutions to projects.

3. The use of a hybrid heat-rejection system – utilising the combination of 
geoexchange and air-heat rejection – allows for a reduction in the number  
of boreholes required, along with providing a more energy-efficient solution.

The key design and installation goal was to  
ensure  data captured by the telescopes wasn’t affected  

by emissions created in the control room and elsewhere.
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“U-pipes manufactured from this 
material are superior to the PE100 pipes 
normally used in ground-source heat 
exchangers,” Buck says.

Buck says the performance of heat 
exchangers in most cases can be improved 
by installing two pairs of U-pipes. This 
was the case at ASKAP, where double 
DN32 SDR 11 PE-Xa U-pipes were 
installed to a depth of 124 metres.

“Compared to a single DN40 pipe installed 
in each vertical borehole, the installation 
of dual DN32 pipes provides a 14 per cent 
reduction in energy input (friction head 
loss) for the system,” Buck says.

Flow rates to the vertical borehole 
heat exchanger circuits (VBHEX) 
have been uniformly balanced into 12 
circuits or groups of eight boreholes. 
VBHEX U-pipes are then connected to 
underground valve manifold chambers by 
DN40 supply and return pipes to provide 
individual VBHEX isolation valves and 
individual-flow balance valves.

To reduce operating pressure and 
annual pump energy costs, Geotec 
used increased condenser cooling water 
(CCW) pipe sizes to suit the peak-duty 
flowrate of 17.25L/s to each cooling zone.

As commercially available silica 
sand supplies in Western Australia 
were unlikely to achieve the thermal 
conductivity of 2.4W/m.K required 
(due to particle size), a pre-blended 
proprietary thermally enhanced cement 
grout was used in each borehole.

Specifically designed for borehole 
heat exchangers, it complies with EU 
geothermal installation standards VDI 
4640 and has a thermal conductivity of 
≥2.40W/m.K when cured.

PLANT AND EMISSIONS
Aurecon designed inner and outer RFI 
shields for the central control building, 
with testing showing performance 
exceeding the CSIRO brief of 80dB by 
more than 20dB per shield.

Abeywickrema says this was achieved 
through a stringent welding and testing 
regime. This reduced the extent of on-site 
welding between modules, because these 
were considered more difficult to control 
than welds done in the workshop.

“Simplification of the on-site welding 
details made it easier for the welders 
to achieve a 100 per cent pass rate,” he 
says. “The design details were worked 
through with the CSIRO in collaborative 
workshop sessions. We shared the 
problem with our client, which allowed 
the best solutions to be found.”

Located within this shield, the 
geoexchange plant is comprised of three 
water-cooled chillers, with pumps that 
deliver chilled water to computer racks 
featuring integrated heat changers that 
allow direct chilled water supply. Chilled 
water is also supplied to fan-coil units 
(FCUs) installed throughout the building.

Heated water is pumped from the chiller 
condenser loops through RFI shield 
penetrations to the geoexchange field 
where the heat is rejected to the ground.

To minimise the number of boreholes 
required – significant, given a cost of 
about $16,000 each to drill – dry air 
coolers were installed outside of the 
control building to be used to reject heat 
at times of low ambient temperatures.

“This reduces the annual load being put 
into the ground, has the added benefit of 
allowing the geoexchange field to rest and 
improves the heat rejection efficiency as 
the dry coolers are used at low ambient 
temperatures,” Abeywickrema says.

Laboratory testing indicated the RFI 
emission levels from these externally 
located dry air coolers were sufficiently 
low to do so; however, provisions in 
the base structure have been included 
for future shielding of the fan motors if 
necessary. All of the controls for the dry 
coolers were located within the control 
building shield.

Redundancy has been provided for  
via the sizing of the three chillers, each 
featuring dedicated chilled-water and 
condenser-water pumps.

“With the loss of one of these systems,” 
Abeywickrema says, “there would still 
be sufficient capacity in the remaining 
two systems to cover the load from the 
computer room.”

Special U-pipes and cement grout  
ensure energy efficiency from the  
ground-source heat exchanger.

CSIRO-developed super-computers capture terabytes-per-second data from ASKAP.
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SEEING STARS
Practical completion of the central 
control building was achieved in June 
2012. ASKAP was officially opened four 
months later.

“This solution is outstanding from many 
perspectives,” says Ant Schinckel, CSIRO 
project director for ASKAP. “It protects 
the exquisite radio-quiet nature of the site 
by ensuring all electrical equipment that 
may produce noise is contained within 
the RFI shielded building, while also 
implementing a highly energy-efficient 
cooling system.

“It’s a great development, with interesting 
applications in other areas.”

Commissioning and testing at the 
MRO continues, including remote 
commissioning of the antenna field that 
is being conducted from the CSIRO’s 
Sydney-based Astronomy and Space 
Science division facilities.

ASKAP is expected to be partially 
operational by late 2015, with the bulk 
of its first five years of operation already 
allocated to 10 major international 
projects looking for pulsars, measuring 
cosmic magnetic fields and studying 
millions of galaxies. �

PROJECT  
AT A GLANCE
The professionals

Client: CSIRO

Geoexchange contractor 
and installer: Geoexchange 
Technologies (Geotec)

Geoexchange contractor:  
Geoexchange Australia

Lead design 
consultant: Aurecon

Managing contractor:  
McConnell Dowell

Mechanical services 
engineering: Aurecon

Project manager: Aurecon

The key equipment

Circulation pumps: Regent

Computer racks:  Schroff

Dry-air cooler: Bitzer

Fan-coil Units: Temperzone

Geoexchange field: Rehau

Water-cooled chillers: Hitachi

The site 350km north-east of Geraldton  
was chosen for its low population density 
and lack of man-made radio signals.




